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Abstrat. A study of a rare event of three suessive prominene eruptions observed with

the Hα oronagraph at the National Astronomial Observatory (NAO) � Rozhen is pre-

sented. The eruptive prominene is situated in ative region NOAA 10904 and is assoiated

with a narrow oronal mass ejetion. The kinematis of the suessive eruptions was analysed

and ompared. The obtained results suggest that the evolution of the eruptive prominene

and the kinemati parameters of its suessive eruptions are onsistent with the so-alled

�homologous� eruptive events on the Sun.
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1. Introdution

Solar prominenes (or �laments, when observed on the disk) are formed and

maintained above the magneti polarity inversion line (PIL), in a magneti

struture alled a �lament hannel, in whih the �lament an be supported by

the magneti �eld (see for review Martin, 1998). In terms of the magneti en-

vironment of the PILs, there are three essential ases of prominene formation:

(i) in weak magneti �elds at high latitudes (alled polar rown prominenes);

(ii) in ative regions (ARs), and (iii) at the borders of ARs or between two

losely situated ARs (e.g. Leroy, 1989 for review). The �nal stage of a promi-

nene is almost always an eruption (Filippov and Den, 2001) or in the ase of

a �lament, the so-alled �disparition brusque� (Raadu et al., 1987; Shmieder

et al., 2000), when the �lament faints away and disappears.

The relationship between eruptive prominenes (EPs), large-sale eruptive

phenomena suh as CMEs and �ares (Subramanian and Dere, 2001; Shrijver

et al., 2008; Chandra et al., 2010; Yan et al., 2011), suggests that the three

eruptive events our in the same large-sale oronal magneti �eld (e.g. Forbes,

2000; Li and Zhang, 2013). A three-part struture of a bright loop (helmet

streamer), a dark avity, and a prominene ore often exists in the quiet orona

(e.g., Gibson et al., 2006). The avity is suggested to be the upper portion of

a helial �ux rope with ool �lament material suspended at its bottom (e.g.,

Low 1996, 2001). CMEs exhibit an equivalent three-part struture: the bright

ore (EP), the dark avity and the leading edge (e.g., Illing and Hundhausen,

1986). Thus, a detailed study of the origin and evolution of EPs is essential

for a good understanding of their role in triggering CMEs (Shmieder et al.,

2013), whih will lead to a good ability to foreast CMEs and assoiated spae

weather.

Various studies indiate that prominenes an erupt in many di�erent ways

depending on the prominene magneti environment at all levels of the solar at-

mosphere and the physial proesses ourring there (e.g. Joshi and Srivastava,

2011 for reviews). Solar prominenes exhibit a range of eruptive behaviours,
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inluding a dramati ativation with the �lament mass remaining on�ned to

the low orona (e.g. Ji et al., 2003; Alexander et al., 2006; T�or�ok et al., 2010),

the eruption of part of the observed �lament struture (e.g. Zhou et al., 2006;

Tripathi et al., 2013), and the almost omplete eruption of all of the �lament

mass (e.g. Plunkett et al., 2000). A preise de�nition and a thorough disussion

on the di�erent types of eruption were made by Gilbert et al. (2007).

Prominene eruptions (full and partial) are often assoiated with oronal

mass ejetions (CMEs) and may play an important role in their initiation.

The most ommon type of eruption is the partial eruption, where part of the

prominene mass is observed falling bak to the solar surfae (see Gilbert et

al., 2007). Partial eruptions are partiularly interesting beause of what hap-

pens after the eruptive part of the material esapes. The remaining supporting

magneti struture and prominene mass may relax or return to a lower al-

titude after the magneti �eld reon�gures. Observationally, partial eruptions

are most obvious on the limb, where parts of prominene material an be seen

in the plane of the sky falling along apparent magneti �eld lines (Gilbert

et al., 2001). Oasionally these eruptions are also observed on the solar disk

(Pevtsov, 2002; Liu et al., 2012).

EPs are often physially related to CMEs through ommon Magneti Flux

Ropes (MFRs) and the kinemati evolution of the EPs is very similar to the

assoiated CMEs (Zhang et al., 2001). The EP kinematis typially shows

three phases of evolution: an initiation (ativation) phase, followed by a rapid

aeleration, and a propagation. During the initial phase, the prominenes (�l-

aments) exhibit a slow rise during whih both the �lament and the overlying

�eld expand with veloities in the range of 1�15 km s

−1
. This is followed by

a rapid aeleration phase during whih veloities inrease from 100 to over

1000 km s

−1
(see for review Shrijver et al., 2008 ). Thereafter, the EP propa-

gates with almost onstant or slowly dereasing/inreasing veloity depending

on the interation between its MFR and the ambient solar magneti �eld. It

is important to note that for the ases of partial and on�ned EPs there is

another, last phase, during whih the rest of mass of the partial EP and al-

most all the mass of on�ned EP is observed falling bak to the solar surfae

(Gilbert et al., 2007).

In this artile we analyze the kinemati evolution of a prominene that

presents three suessive eruptions on 2006 August 22. This EP is one of the

rare ases of reurrent eruptions observed at the solar limb. We aim to om-

pare the kinemati pattern of the di�erent eruptions, as well as to larify the

relation between the EP and the assoiated narrow CME, the EP magneti

environment, and the assoiated radio events. The observations are desribed

in Set. 2. We present the kinemati patterns in Set. 3. The analysis of the

magneti environment is given in Set. 4. The assoiated radio events are pre-

sented in Set. 5, the disussion and onlusions in Set. 6 and the summary

is given in Set. 7.

2. Observations and Data Analysis

The EP was observed on 2006 August 22 at the National Astronomial Obser-

vatory � Rozhen with a 15 cm oronagraph through a Hα 6563

�

A �lter (1.8
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�

A bandpass). The resolution of the Hα �ltergrams is ∼2
′′
. The images were

obtained with a digital amera Canon EOS 350D (8 Mpxs). The �rst eruption

was registered with an average adene of 1.3 mins. The registered images, at

maximal amera resolution, have a size of 3456 × 2304 px with a pixel size

of 6.4 × 6.4 µm2
. The prominene height was determined as the height of the

uppermost bright part of the prominene body above the limb in the radial

diretion.

We also used mirowave images obtained with Nobeyama Radioheliograph

(NoRH) at 17 GHz (Nakajima et al., 1994). NoRH is a radio telesope dediated

to observe the Sun. It onsists of 84 paraboli antennas with 80 m diameter

and performs daily 8-hours full-disk observations. The spatial resolution at

17 GHz is 10

′′
. In our study we employ a time resolution of 10 minutes.

In this paper we present a set of observations performed at 164 MHz with

the Nan�ay Radioheliograph (NRH). The NRH onsists of 44 antennas with

a size ranging from 2 to 10 m. The NRH observes the Sun approximatively

seven hours per day in up to 10 frequenies between 150 and 450 MHz. The

resolution of the 2 dimensional (2D) images depends on the frequeny and

on the season. The resolution range is approximately 3.2�5.5

′
(150 MHz) and

1.25�2.2

′
(432 MHz) (Kerdraon & Delouis, 1997).

3. Kinemati patterns

Fig. 1. NAO-Rozhen Hα images of the EP on 22 August 2006 registered at the maximum

height of the prominene for the �rst (left), seond (enter), and third eruptions (right).

The eruptive prominene was loated in NOAA ative region 10904. Its

third eruption was assoiated with a narrow CME. The EP was observed on

the southwestern quadrant of the limb at a loation with a position angle (PA)

of 250

◦
(S20

◦
W90

◦
). The observations in the Hα line were made between

04:47:55 and 07:31:44 UT during a time interval of 164 minutes. There also exist

radio observations taken by the Nobeyama Radioheliograph at 17 GHz during

a 120 minute time interval from 04:40 to 06:40 UT. The Hα observations over

all three suessive eruptions while the radio observations at 17 GHz reorded

only the �rst prominene eruption and part of the seond one.
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Fig. 2. Height-time pro�le of the �rst prominene eruption obtained from the Hα observa-

tions.

The �rst prominene eruption lasted 59 minutes, from 04:47:55 to 05:46:57 UT,

the seond one 54 minutes, from 06:19:16 to 07:13:05 UT, and the third 13 min-

utes, from 07:18:51 to 07:31:44 UT. The three suessive eruptions started at

the same loation at the solar limb (PA=250

◦
). Eah of them propagated up-

ward in the orona under almost the same angle of ≈ 50
◦
from the radial dire-

tion (see Fig. 1). Morphologially, the prominene body represents a magneti

�ux rope build of helially twisted thin magneti tubes �lled with prominene

plasma. During the �rst and seond eruptions the EP body is tightly twisted,

while during the third eruption, beause of the untwisting motions and the in-

rease of the MFR diameter, the thin treads that represent the magneti �ux

tubes of the prominene body beome well visible (Fig. 1).

The kinemati patterns of the three prominene eruptions are presented

in Fig. 2, 3, and 4. The �rst eruption evolved through three stages (Fig. 2):

(i) a rapid aeleration phase; (ii) a onstant-veloity phase high in the orona;

(iii) a down�ow phase, when the prominene plasma �ows bak to the surfae

along the same trajetory. During the aeleration phase that lasted ∼ 12

min (04:47:55 � 04:59:51 UT), the EP rapidly rose with an inreasing veloity.

The exponential �t for this phase gives the following kinemati values: the

aeleration a inreases from 27.6 to 104.4 m s

−2
, the veloity v is from 28.5 to

111.4 km s

−1
. The initial high values of a and v are due to a 7.3 min gap in the

Hα data between the �rst (04:47:55) and the seond (04:55:12) measurement

point. The onstant veloity phase began at about 50 Mm above the solar

surfae and ended at maximum height of∼150 Mm. It lasted ∼14 min (04:59:51

- 05:13:34 UT) with the EP rising with a veloity of 116.5 km s

−1
estimated
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Fig. 3. Height-time pro�le of the seond prominene eruption.

by a linear �t. The last, down�ow phase, lasted 33.4 min, from 05:13:34 to

05:46:57 UT. A seond-degree polynomial �t indiates that during this phase

the prominene plasma drained bak with a deeleration of 35.9 m s

−2
. The

veloity dereased from 118.2 km s

−1
at height 145 Mm to 56.1 km s

−1
at

75 Mm.

The seond prominene eruption evolved through two stages (Fig. 3): (i) an

eruptive phase and (ii) a down�ow phase. The eruptive phase lasted ∼33 min,

from 06:19:16 to 06:51:50 UT, when the EP reahed a maximum height of

159 Mm. This phase has ertain peuliarities: it does not show the sequene of

a typial prominene eruption, suh as aeleration, onstant veloity or slowly

dereasing/inreasing veloity. It rather exhibits a sequene of three similar

behaviours, eah onsisting of an aeleration followed of a onstant veloity

stage. Beause of this, the standard regression models are inappliable to this

phase. The down�ow phase lasted ∼21 min, from 06:52:08 to 07:13:05 UT.

During the last phase, the prominene plasma �owed down with a veloity of

75 km s

−1
estimated from a linear �t of the height-time pro�le.

The third prominene eruption lasted 13 min, from 07:18:51 UT to 07:31:44 UT.

The prominene rose with a onstant veloity of 26 km s

−1
, and at 07:31:44 UT

it reahed a maximum height of 110 Mm. At the end of this eruption the promi-

nene began to fade away in the Hα line and after 07:31:44 UT the EP MFR

fully disappeared in the Hα line.
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Fig. 4. Height-time pro�le of the third prominene eruption.

4. Magneti Environment

The EP is assoiated with a �lament in AR 10904 observed during the days

prior to the region reah the solar limb. The �lament was loated in the im-

mediate viinity at the eastern side of the leading sunspot (Fig. 5) of the AR.

The position of the EP at the limb suggests that the �lament fragment loated

at 8

◦
southward from the AR enter erupted on 22 August 2006. The leading

sunspot of AR 10904 beame �rst learly visible at the east limb on August

11 when the AR had a lass βγ/α aording to the Hale lassi�ation (Hale

& Niholson, 1938). In total 23 soft X-ray (SXR) �ares of lass C ourred in

the AR during its existene. The �lament beame learly visible on 16 August

2006. Its evolution an be traed on the Hα �ltergrams in Fig. 5. On August 20

the �lament was almost ring shaped enirling the area of the positive magneti

�ux in AR 10904. This is well seen on the synopti hart of the photospheri

magneti �eld from the Wilox Solar Observatory (Fig. 6). The AR was in a

deaying phase of α/β Hale lass, when the �lament eruption ourred. The

harateristis of the AR 10904 for the six days until the eruption are presented

in Table 1.

The LASCO C2 oronagraph observed four CMEs assoiated with AR

10904 and one of them is linked to the eruptive prominene/�lament (Fig. 7).

The CME traveled along a oronal streamer with a PA of 239

◦
and an angular

width of only 14

◦
, i.e. it represents a narrow CME. The CME �rst appears in

the LASCO C2 �eld-of-view (FOV) at 09:12:04 UT. Its start time estimated

by the linear approximation of the CME propagation is 06:55:12 UT, the time
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Fig. 5. Series of Hα images from the Kanzelh�ohe Solar Observatory showing the evolution

of the �lament loated in the NOAA AR 10904. White arrows point at the �lament part

produing the eruptions.

when the seond prominene eruption reahed a maximum height. The linear

CME speed is 234 km s

−1
and the seond-order speed is 163 km s

−1
with a

deeleration of −24.3 m s−2
. It is important to note that other three CMEs

appeared almost every hour just before the start time (04:47:55 UT) of the

�rst prominene eruption. The physial parameters of the CMEs aording to

the LASCO CME atalog are given in Table 2.

The EP propagation during the three suessive eruptions shows a de�e-

tion of about ≈ 50

◦
from the radial diretion through its starting point at the

solar limb. In a omposite LASCO C2 and solar grid image (Fig. 7) one an

see that the EP is loated in the northern outer �ank of the oronal streamer

base. In the inner orona the �lament eruption underwent non-radial motion,

while the CME had a radial path along the streamer that was laterally o�set

from the original site of the �lament. Reently, Jiang et al. (2009) presented

observations of a streamer-pu� CME that resulted from a spetaular erup-

tion of an ative-region �lament inside a single helmet streamer onsisting of

a double-arade system ourring in AR 10792 on 2005 July 29. Suh observa-

tions an be explained by the magneti-arh-blowout senario for streamer-pu�
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Table 1. Ative region NOAA 10904

Date Loation Hale Class Area Flare Events

20060617 S12W29 βγ/βγ 0600/0700 C1.0(04:27)

C3.6(14:37)

C3.5(18:44)

20060618 S13W42 βγ/βγ 0590/0600 C1.0(04:27)

20060619 S13W56 βγ/βγ 0590/0590

20060620 S14W68 βγ/βγ 0540/0590 C1.6(11:55)

C2.9(16:27)

C4.3(21:02)

C3.8(11:16)

C2.2(21:13)

20060621 S14W86 β/β 0520/0540 C4.7(19:07)

C2.9(16:27)

C4.3(21:02)

20060622 S12W91 α/β 0180/0520 C4.7(19:07)

Table 2. The CMEs parameters aording to LASCO CME atalog

First C2 Time MPA

*

Angular Linear 2
nd
-order speed Ael.

Appearane Width Speed at �nal height

Date [UT℄ [deg℄ [deg℄ [km/s℄ [km/s℄ [m/s2℄

2006/08/22 01:36:05 237 9 337 364 10.7

2006/08/22 02:24:04 238 16 339 311 -4.0

2006/08/22 04:00:04 244 11 361 444 4.5

2006/08/22 1 09:12:04 239 14 234 163 -24.3

*

Measurement Position Angle - the position angle at whih the height-time measurements are made
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Fig. 6. Part of a photospheri magneti �eld synopti hart of the Wilox Solar Observatory

for Carrington rotation 2046, showing the magneti �eld in NOAA AR 10904. The solar limb

is overplotted with dashed-dotted line. The arrow points at the eruption position.

Fig. 7. Composite image of the LASCO C2 with over-imposed solar grid. The white line

indiates the radial diretion through the prominene eruption loation. The yellow arrow

indiates the non-radial diretion of the eruption.

and over-and-out CMEs, in whih the streamer arade an at on the erupting

�lament, laterally de�eting and hanneling its motion (Jiang et al., 2009).
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5. Radio Events

The prominene eruption event on 22 August 2006 was also observed by the

Nobeyama Radioheliograph (NoRH) at 17 GHz between 04:40 and 06:40 UT.

Hene, the NoRH mirowave observations over the whole �rst eruption of the

prominene and part of seond one (Fig. 8). The early stages of the eruptions

are not learly visible beause the AR is a strong soure of mirowave emission

at 17 GHz and obstruts them. However, the late stages of the prominene

eruptions are well seen and they distintly exhibit the apparent non-radial di-

retion of the eruptions. The kinematis of the eruptions, espeially the �rst

one, is similar to those determined from the Hα images. There are some dif-

ferenes between the prominene evolution observed in Hα and 17 GHz, whih

are related to a number of harateristis suh as shape, morphology, and

brightness temperature.

Fig. 8. Nobeyama Radioheliograph 17 GHz images of the EP on 22 August 2006. The left

two images show the EP in the beginning of the �rst eruption at its maximum height. The

right two images present the beginning of the seond eruption at almost its maximum height.

Fig. 9 presents a sample of two radio observations of the Sun at 164 MHz,

made by the Nan�ay Radioheliograph (NRH). The radio observations at 164

MHz were made between 08:42:38 and 09:24:13 UT. The dominant soure of

the ontinuum measured by the NRH at distint frequeny is loated above

the limb (at PA=237

◦
) southwards from the EP limb position (Fig. 9). It is

important to note that the limb ar, loated between the radio soure and the

EP (Fig. 9), is the position where the CMEs appeared (Table 2). The radio

soure drifts outwards, hanging its altitude nearly from 1.3 (08:42:38 UT)

to 1.85 (09:10:22 UT) solar radii, then it began to fade away until its full

disappearane at 09:24:13 UT.

The drifting of the intense outburst at 164 MHz from the low to the high

orona suggests type III bursts. This is supported by the WIND/WAVES
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Fig. 9. Composite images of Nan�ay Radioheliograph images at a frequeny of 164 MHz with

the over-imposed solar grid. The piture presents the �rst (left) and late (right) registrations

of the 164 MHZ radio burst. The blue line indiates the radial diretion through the enter

of 164 MHz outburst. The red line indiates the diretion from the eruption position at the

limb to the outburst enter.

Fig. 10. WIND/WAVES dynami spetrum between 03:48 UT and 10:48 UT on 22 August

2006.
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dynami spetrum shown in Fig. 10. The spetrum period overs the three

prominene eruptions, the 164 MHz radio soure evolution, and the assoiated

CME event. The III-type radio burst registered in the dynami spetrum is

o-temporal with the NRH 164 MHz event.

6. Disussion and Conlusions

We studied three suessive eruptions of a solar �lament formed in AR 10904

and observed with the Hα oronagraph at NAO-Rozhen as prominene erup-

tions on the solar limb. The durations of the �rst and seond eruptions are

roughly equal, lose to an hour. The duration of the third eruption is un-

der question as the prominene faded and disappeared in the Hα line after

13 min of eruption. The kinemati pro�les of the �rst and seond eruptions are

similar. They exhibit two basi stages, eruptive and post-eruptive (down�ow)

ones. The eruptions were followed by plasma returning bak to the hromo-

sphere suggesting a on�ned (failed) eruption. The seond eruption has two

speial features, a spei� kinemati behaviour of the eruptive phase, whih

represents a sequene of three �aeleration-onstant veloity� subphases and

a maximum height bigger than those of the �rst eruption. The third (�nal)

eruption is assoiated with a narrow CME. There is no detailed information

on this eruption beause the prominene disappeared in Hα early in its erup-

tion, therefore, we an not de�ne with ertainty whether it is a partial or full

type eruption. However, the radio observations at 164 MHz indiate a possible

full eruption.

An essential feature of the prominene eruptions is the same non-radial

diretion of their propagations, at an angle of about 50

◦
to the radial diretion.

The non-radial motion of an erupting �lament near the surfae in assoiation

with a radial CME in the outer orona is rarely reported (e.g. Jiang et al.,

2009). In this ontext, our event is one of the rare ases registered by ground-

based oronagraph observations.

The struture of the magneti �eld around the �lament and its evolution

are ruially important in triggering and driving suessive eruptions (e.g. Zou

et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2009), as well as in determining the diretion of these

eruptions (e.g. Filippov & Gopalswamy, 2001; Filippov, 2013). The MFR of

the EP of 22 August 2006 is loated beneath the northern �ank of a oronal

streamer and is o�set in heliolgraphi latitude from the enters of the streamer

and the assoiated CME. The CME is asymmetrially loated with respet to

the bipolar magneti �eld system of AR 10904 (Fig. 7). We should note that

suh magneti omplexities are no rare events. Filament eruptions tend to be

systematially o�set in latitude from the entre of their assoiated CMEs (e.g.

Gopalswamy et al., 2003). Hene, our event is onsistent with eruptions in the

presene of multiple arades, for whih the interplay or interation between

di�erent magneti arades is fundamental for the eruption proess (Jiang et

al., 2009). Our results for non-radial motions of the EP are onsistent with

the model of Filippov & Gopalswamy (2001), whih shows that a streamer an

exert an e�et on a �lament and so guide its eruption. The non-radial eje-

tion reported here also agrees with reent observations showing that erupting

�laments an be de�eted by another magneti struture (Jiang et al. 2007,

2009).
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The three suessive prominene eruptions start from the same plae on

the solar limb, i.e. from the same region within AR 10904. The eruptions have

a similar oronagraph appearane and, generally, similar morphology, whih

suggests that the endpoints of their MFRs are anhored in the same region.

Therefore, these eruptions are onsistent with the riteria for so alled �homol-

ogous� eruptive events (�ares, EPs, CMEs) de�ned by Li & Zhang (2013).

The third prominene eruption is observed in Hα for almost 13 min. Its

duration in omparison with the eruptive phases of the previous two eruptions

(26 and 33 min) suggests that the eruptive phase duration is of the order of the

previous two ones. Thus, for the entire third eruption a duration of about an

hour an be estimated. Approximately an hour after the third eruption onset,

the �rst intense outburst at 164 MHz was observed. Aording to the WIND/

WAVES dynami spetrum (Fig. 10), it represents a III-type burst. The slow

outward drifting of the radio burst lasts until 09:12:04 UT, when the CME

beomes visible in the LASCO C2 FOV. Radio emission is the signature of the

magneti �eld restruturing at the edges of CMEs. Observations of type III

bursts provide strong support for the prodution of non-thermal eletron beams

in the usp reonnetion sites (Pik & Vilmer, 2008). In reonnetion models

(e.g. Kopp & Pneuman, 1976), an initial, lose and stressed magneti on�gu-

ration beomes unstable and erupts. Magneti �eld lines are then strethed by

the eruption and a urrent sheet is formed above the photospheri magneti in-

version line, behind the erupted �ux rope. Magneti reonnetion ours along

this urrent sheet, �rst at low altitude, then at progressively higher ones (see

Forbes, 1996). The topology and the evolution of the emitting soures strongly

suggests suessive interations between rising arhes and other loops. The

eletrons responsible for the �ux enhanements ould be the result of these

magneti interations (Pik et al., 1998).

7. Summary

Our main results an be summarized as follows.

1. Our observations present a rare event that exhibit three suessive promi-

nene eruptions at the solar limb. The kinemati patterns of the �rst two

eruptions are similar exhibiting an eruptive phase and a down�ow phase. The

di�erenes between them are the bigger maximum height of the seond erup-

tion and the peuliarity of its eruptive phase behaviour. The third eruption is

suessful (partial or full), but its kinemati pattern is not full beause of the

early disappearane of the prominene in Hα.
2. The EP presents suessive eruptions of a fragment of a �lament loated

in AR 10904. The MFR of the EP is loated beneath the northern �ank of a

oronal streamer and is assoiated with a narrow CME that propagates in an

asymmetri position with respet to the AR. The presene of multiple arades

and their interplay or interation are the most probable reason for the non-

radial diretion of the prominene eruptions, at an angle of ≈50
◦
to the radial

diretion.

3. The type III burst observed at 164 MHz that slow drifts outward ould

be onsidered as a radio signature of the reorganization of the overlaying mag-

neti arade resulting in the magneti �eld restruturing at the edges of the

assoiated CME (e.g. Pik et al., 2005).
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4. The similar oronagraph appearane of the three prominene eruptions,

their start from the same loation on the solar limb, i.e. from the same region

within AR 10904, and the same non-radial diretion of the eruptions strongly

suggests that the EP on 22 August 2006 presents a triple homologous eruption.
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